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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Background:   

Nowadays lot of companies are enjoying the benefits of kubernetes by maintaining their 
containerized applications over it. AWS is one of the leading cloud computing service providers and 
many well-known companies are their clients. Many researches have been conducted on kubernetes, 
docker containers, cloud computing platforms but a confusion exists on how to deploy the applications 
in Kubernetes. A research gap about the impact created by CPU limits and requests while deploying 
the Kubernetes application can be found. So, through this thesis I want to analyze the performance of 
the CPU intensive containerized application. It will help many companies avoid the confusion while 
deploying their applications over kubernetes. 
 
Objectives: 
 We measure the scalability of kubernetes under CPU intensive containerized 
application running over AWS and we can study the impact created by changing CPU limits and 
requests while deploying the application in Kubernetes. 
 
Methods: 

 we choose a blend of literature study and experimentation as methods to conduct the 
research. 
 
Results and Conclusion: 

 From the experiments it is evident that the application performs better when we 
allocate more CPU limits and less CPU requests when compared to equal CPU requests and CPU 
limits in the deployment file. CPU metrics collected from SAR and Kubernetes metrics server are 
similar. It is better to allocate pods with more CPU limits and CPU requests than with equal CPU 
requests and CPU limits for better performance. 
 
Keywords: Kubernetes, CPU intensive containerized application, AWS, Stress-ng. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we discuss about brief introduction about current scenarios in IT field and the 

need for container orchestration tools.  
 
From past two decades we have seen a lot of technological transformation globally. With the 

development in hardware resources and availability of high-speed internet made possible for the 
changes in software development. We can see a transition in software development practices and 
delivery methods from waterfall methodology and physical delivery (disks, floppy) to agile 
methodology and electrical delivery (online downloads). Based on target environment and 
increase in volume of application size we can see how software architecture and design is 
evolved from monolithic approach to microservice approach [1]. Considering time and resource 
constraints, instead of having our own datacenters we can see the emergence of cloud 
computing.   

 
In today’s world, cloud computing has gained immense popularity. It provides multiple 

services to its consumers through Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [2]. The light weight abstraction of containers allows an easy 
deployment of applications over the cloud and provides better security. So, instead of deploying 
an application in Virtual Machines we can see a growth in applications being deployed in 
containers. 

 
In production environment we have lot of containers. These containerized applications can 

be managed using an orchestration tool/ platform (Kubernetes, docker swarm) over an IaaS 
cloud cluster (AWS, GCP, OpenStack) or bare metal. The major purpose of these containerized 
applications is to provide maximum availability to the users. So, as per the users demand to 
maintain the application up and running, Kubernetes scales up and scales down the 
computational resources. CPU intensive applications need high computational resources to run 
i.e. they consume high energy. To ensure the availability of the application to its users, 
kubernetes and IaaS cloud service platform both auto scales the resources and make the 
application service available always. This thesis focuses on evaluating the performance of CPU 
intensive containerized application in kubernetes running under IaaS Cloud service provider 
(AWS) while modifying CPU requests and limits in pod deployment. 

1.1 Motivation 
Nowadays lot of companies are enjoying the benefits of kubernetes by maintaining their 

containerized applications over it. AWS is one of the leading cloud computing service 
providers and many well-known companies are their clients. Many researches have been 
conducted on kubernetes, docker containers, cloud computing platforms which will be 
explained in relate works section. We can see different researches like deploying 
applications in Kubernetes, analyzing autoscaling techniques in containers, developing 
custom made autoscaling techniques to schedule pods in Kubernetes. Over them, I could 
find there is a lack of confidence to deploy applications in Kubernetes. So, it is important to 
analyze the impact created by CPU limits and requests while deploying the Kubernetes 
application is needed to avoid the confusion. So, through this thesis I want to analyze the 
performance of the CPU intensive containerized application. It will help many companies 
confidently deploy their containerized applications over kubernetes. 

1.2 Aim and Objectives 
1.2.1 Aim 

The main aim of this thesis is to analyze the performance of CPU intensive 
containerized application and the impact created by modifying the CPU requests and limits 
while deploying the application in kubernetes running over AWS EC2 instances. 
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1.2.2 Objectives 
The objectives we achieve while performing the research are the following. 
 

1. To study about docker containers, kubernetes, AWS. 
2. To create a docker image for an application. 
3. To study about different autoscaling techniques available for scaling containers.  
4. To create a kubernetes cluster over AWS EC2 instances. 
5. To deploy the containerized application in kubernetes cluster. 
6. To know how to collect the CPU utilization metrics from the EC2 instances and 

kubernetes cluster so we could analyze them. 

1.3 Research questions 
 
 1: What are the different auto scaling architectures, mechanisms, and policies available for 

containers and which mechanism is used in kubernetes?  
 

2: What are the different open source CPU intensive workload generators that can be used to 
evaluate the performance of container based systems in term of scalability? 

 
3: While deploying a CPU intensive containerized application in which case we get better 

CPU application performance? Which CPU requests and limits (equal or unequal) is useful 
while deploying the above found appropriate workload generator in kubernetes? 
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2 RELATED WORK 
In this chapter we discuss about the related work that has been done previously on our 

research topic. 
 
In [3] the authors have described about the benefits of having containers over VMs 

compared to better performance and less startup time. They mentioned different open source 
techniques for implementing containers like Docker, open VZ, Linux containers. Each have 
their advantages and disadvantages and used at suitable scenarios. Some principles like 
namespaces or chroot are used in all of them. They further said containers would be more 
popular in PAAS use case because it has more standardization and abstraction from the 
underlying kernel and host OS.  

 
In [4] the authors have described about container management systems (borg, omega and 

kubernetes) that had been developed in Google. The authors describe about their lessons learned 
through the transformation from borg to omega and then to kubernetes at Google. They say that 
since a decade they have been using containers and have created borg, omega and kubernetes for 
different reasons but each container management system is influenced from the previous system 
These decade worth lessons made kubernetes to become more robust container management 
system. 

 
In [5] the authors discussed about the performance between container run time systems and 

traditional cloud hosts. They conducted experiments where they found in processing speeds, 
disk reads and disk writes in containers are more efficient than in traditional cloud hosts. 
Container virtualization provides speed delivery, speed deployment and efficient virtualization 
when compared to traditional cloud hosts. It further mentioned the benefits of containers like 
light weight, isolation and security.  

 
In [6] the author discussed about the challenges to be faced during container orchestration 

and also presented state of art solutions for them. He discussed about importance and growth of 
containers and then described about container orchestration, container life cycle. He presented 
us with the solution to monitoring containers, performance models. In docker containers we 
have docker stat command to get CPU, memory utilization metrics from running containers. He 
further discusses about the current challenges in adaption models, performances models and 
possible solutions for them. 

 
In [7] the authors discussed about how to quantify cloud elasticity with container based auto 

scaling. They have created a new auto scaler for container elastic auto scaling and presented us 
with detailed system architecture, monitoring mechanisms, history recorder, decision and 
execution mechanisms. They have also performed experiments for some scenarios and measured 
the benefits of container auto scaler and its use in measuring cloud elasticity. 

 
In [8] the authors discussed about the demerits of scheduling algorithm in swarmkit: 

orchestrating engine of docker swarm. The default scheduling algorithm in swarmkit uses round 
robin way to schedule the containers which resulted in sub-optimal workload performance.  
Instead of default scheduling algorithm they have studied the implementation of Ant Colony 
Optimization to improve the scheduling in containers over docker hosts and it has performed 
15% better than the default greedy algorithm in swarmkit. 

 
In [9] the authors have deployed web based docker applications in hybrid cloud. They have 

built a hybrid scheduling controller to scale up and scale down the containers. They have 
performed experiments to auto scale the containers based on web application requirements. 

 
In [10] the authors have studied the underlying algorithm for horizontal pod auto scaling in 

kubernetes. They found the default autoscaling algorithm takes relative metrics from cgroup 
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virtual file system using tools like docker stat or cadvisor. Instead of taking relative metrics they 
have presented a new autoscaling algorithm which takes absolute metrics from proc file system 
using tools like sar or mpstat. From the experiments they have deployed it shows in default 
kubernetes autoscaling algorithm there is a factor between 1.5 and 2 higher response times 
compared to newly implemented autoscaling algorithm.   

 
In [11] the author had analyzed the performance of web based containerized application 

deployed in kubernetes running over AWS. The experiments conducted shows in terms of 
latency and connect times there is no negative impact on performance of the application while 
scaling vertically. 
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3 BACKGROUND 
In this chapter we discuss about Cloud Computing, Amazon Web Services (AWS), 

Virtualization, Docker containers, Kubernetes, stress-ng, SAR. The aim of this chapter is to give 
an overview of concepts involved in this thesis. 

3.1 Cloud Computing 
According to NIST definition of Cloud Computing “Cloud computing is a model for 

enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be 
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider 
interaction” [2]. 
 

3.1.1 Characteristics  
These are the characteristics of cloud computing. 

 
 On-demand self-service 

A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities (server 
time, network, storage) as needed automatically without requiring human interaction 
with each service provider [2]. 

 
 Broad network access 

The computing capabilities are available over the network and accessed  
Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases 

automatically, to scale rapidly outward and inward commensurate with demand. To 
the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear unlimited and 
can be appropriated in any quantity at any time [2]. 

 
 Measured Service 

Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by 
leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type 
of service (e.g., storage, processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource 
usage can be monitored, controlled, and reported, providing transparency for both 
the provider and consumer of the utilized service [2]. 

 

3.1.2 Service Models 
 

 SaaS  
Customers are provided with applications that are accessible anytime 

from anywhere ( e.g. web applications and services like Google docs) [12]. 
 

 PaaS 
Customers are provided with a platform for developing applications 

hosted in cloud ( e.g. programming APIs, deployment systems and frameworks like 
Google App Engine) [12]. 

 
 IaaS 

Customers are provided with virtualized hardware and storage on top of 
which they can build their infrastructure ( e.g. VM  management, Storage 
management like Amazon EC2, S3) [12]. In the figure 3-1, we display a reference 
model for SAAS, PAAS, IAAS. It displays some real time examples where theses 
service models are used. 
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Figure 3-1: Cloud Computing Reference Model [12] 

 

3.1.3 Deployment Models 
 

 Private Cloud 
The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single 

organization comprising multiple consumers (e.g., business units). It may be owned, 
managed, and operated by the organization, a third party, or some combination of 
them, and it may exist on or off premises [2]. Its main objective is to maintain their 
own data center but not to sell services to external customers. It’s expensive to setup 
because we need to buy entire infrastructure and maintenance required for private 
cloud [13].  

 
 Public Cloud 

The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the public. It uses 
internet to provide services (computation, storage, network, etc.) to public. It may 
be owned, managed, and operated by a business, academic, or government 
organization, or some combination of them. It exists on the premises of the cloud 
provider [2]. The cloud service provider bares all the expenses required to build and 
maintain the datacenters and gives the users the ability to use them and pay for what 
they use. 

 
 

 Hybrid Cloud 
The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud 

infrastructures (private, public) that remain unique entities, but are bound together 
by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application 
portability (e.g., cloud bursting for load balancing between clouds) [1]. With the 
help of hybrid cloud we get public cloud’s better scalability with reduced private 
cloud demand [13].  In the figure 3-2, we can understand where different cloud 
deployment models are used. 
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Figure 3-2: Overview of Hybrid Cloud [13]. 

 

3.2 Amazon Web Services 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a secure cloud services platform by Amazon. It 

provides businesses to scale and grow by offering them with services like compute power, 
storage, networking delivered as a utility with pay per use pricing. AWS make sure 
companies build their applications with increased scalability, flexibility and reliability [14]. 
AWS provides more than 140 services around the world. By using AWS, one need not 
worry about the upfront costs and can utilize those services in seconds [14]. 

3.2.1 Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) 
In AWS users can create server instance (compute power) with the help of EC2 

instances. It is a web service that gives us the control and ability to create resizable 
(increase and decrease) compute capacity in the cloud [14]. With the change in computing 
requirements one can scale up and scale down the EC2 instances within minutes. This 
ability makes us to pay for resources we used.  

3.2.2 Amazon Elastic Block Storage (EBS) 
In AWS EC2 instances use EBS as storage volume. All data on EC2 instances should 

be placed on EBS volumes. EBS volumes have high availability and are present even the 
database host fails. Incase our volume is not sufficient we can add another volume to our 
instance which increases the database performance. 
 

3.2.3 Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) 
In AWS users can create a virtual network via VPC. VPC acts as networking layer in 

AWS. The AWS resources (instances) can be launched in the created virtual network. The 
virtual network provides user with a range of IP addresses. With the help of VPC we can 
isolate virtual network with other virtual networks and user can create subnets, modify IP 
range, configure security settings and can also configure route tables [15]. 
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3.2.4 Subnet 
In AWS a subnet is nothing, but a network created for communication of instances. It 

enables user to launch his instance into a specific subnet in VPC. A VPC can have multiple 
subnets and each subnet is unique. The subnet that the user is attached with a route table. 
This route table describes the allowed route for outgoing traffic [15]. 

3.2.5 Security Group 
In AWS a security group is nothing but a virtual firewall. For an instance it monitors 

and controls the incoming and outgoing traffic. We can assign different rules (UDP, TCP, 
all ) for incoming traffic [15].  Both instances must have same security group to create a 
connection between them. A user can assign up to five security groups to an instance [16]. 

 
In the figure 3-3, we can see an architecture of AWS with VPC, subnets, EC2 

instances, security groups. With this figure we can clearly understand the architecture and 
the components in AWS. 

 
Figure 3-3: Architecture of AWS [16] 

 

3.3 Virtualization 
It is the process of converting physical IT resources to virtual IT resources. Most types 

of IT resources can be virtualized including servers, storage devices, network routers, etc. 
Virtualization allows hardware independence, server consolidation, resource replication [12]. 
Virtualization technology is constantly developing so that it finds a way to minimize the 
resource wastage. There are several types of virtualization like network virtualization, 
desktop virtualization, application virtualization, server virtualization, etc.  

 
Because of virtualization we can see applications are deployed in separate VMs instead 

of being deployed in a single physical server or computer. A VM is created by virtualizing 
the hardware layer with a hypervisor (virtualization layer). If we want to run an application 
in VM, we need to install full Operating System (OS) in the VM and then install 
dependencies, libraries required for the application. In the below figure 3-4, we can see 
architectural differences between traditional systems and virtual machines. 
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Figure 3-4: Traditional vs Virtual Machine Architecture [13] 

3.4      Docker 
Docker, Inc. is a company which developed docker software. It performs 
containerization which is nothing but OS level virtualization. It is used to develop, 
deploy and run applications with containers [17]. The containers are isolated and 
packaged with the required dependencies, libraries for the container to run. As 
containers are virtualized at OS level, all containers share same OS. It is the sole reason 
for containers to become popular. Containers are light weight, secured, flexible, 
scalable [17]. The following table 3-1, describes the comparison between Virtual 
machines and docker containers with respective different parameters. 
 
 

Parameter VM Container 
Guest OS Each VM runs on virtual 

hardware and Kernel is 
loaded in its own memory 
region. 

All containers share the 
same OS and kernel.  

Communication Through ethernet devices. Through standard Inter 
Process Communication 
mechanisms like pipes, 
sockets, signals, etc. 

Security Depends on hypervisor 
implementation. 

Mandatory access control 
can be leveraged. 

Performance Virtual Machines suffer 
from a small overhead as 
the Machine instructions 
are translated from Guest 
OS to Host OS. 

Containers provide near 
native performance as 
compared to the underlying 
Host OS. 

Isolation Sharing libraries, files,  
Etc. between guests and 
between guests and hosts 
not possible. 

Subdirectories can be 
transparently mounted and 
can be shared. 

Startup Time VMs take a few minutes to 
boot up 

Containers can be booted 
up in a few seconds as 
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compared to VMs. 
Storage VMs take much more 

storage because the whole 
OS kernel and its 
associated programs have 
to be installed and run. 

Containers take lower 
amount of storage as the 
base OS is shared. 

Table 3-1: Comparison between VMs and containers[3] 
 
 

3.4.1 Docker Engine 
It is a client server application with three major components. 
 

 A server which is a type of long-running program called a daemon process. It 
manages the docker containers. It listens for the requests sent via docker Engine 
API. The docker daemon creates and manages docker objects [18]. 
 

 A REST API which specifies interfaces that programs can communicate to 
daemon and instruct it what to do. 

 
 A Command Line Interface (CLI) client which uses REST API to control or 

interact with docker daemon through scripts or docker commands [18]. 
 

Below we can see in figure: 3-5, which illustrates docker engine. 

 
Figure 3-5: Docker Engine [18]  

 
 

3.4.2 Docker Objects 
 

 Image 
 It is an executable package which includes dependencies, libraries 

required for an application to run. 
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 Container 
 It is a runtime instance of an image which mean the image with a user 

process. By using docker CLI we can create, start, stop, delete a container.  
 

 Services 
It allows to scale containers across multiple docker daemons, which all 

work together as a swarm. Each member of swarm is a docker daemon and all 
daemons communicate using docker API. A service allows to define the desired 
state i.e. number of replicas of a container must run across the cluster. Docker 
Engine supports swarm mode in docker 1.12 and higher [18].   

 

3.4.3 Dockerfile 
With the help of Dockerfile we can define the environment we need for our container. 

It’s like a configuration file, we list all the dependencies and libraries for our container in 
the Dockerfile and we build a docker image from this Dockerfile. 

3.4.4 Docker Registry 
It is a storage for docker images. Docker Hub is a public registry where anyone can 

push and pull docker images. By default, docker is configured to search for images in 
docker hub. 

3.4.5 Docker Architecture 
Docker uses client-server architecture where docker client communicates to docker 

daemon, which does major work like creating, running and controlling the containers. The 
docker client and docker daemon can reside in same system, or docker client can be 
connected to remote docker daemon they both communicate using REST API through 
UNIX sockets or a network interface [18]. The below figure 3-6 depicts the architecture of 
Docker. 

 
 

 
Figure 3-6: Docker Architecture [18] 
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3.5 Kubernetes 
Kubernetes is an open source production grade container orchestration platform. It is 
initially developed by Google but now it is maintained by Cloud Native Computing 
Foundation. It builds upon 15 years of experience of running production workloads at 
Google, combined with best ideas and practices from the community [19].  It is used for 
automated container deployment, scaling and management of containers. Kubernetes 
helps us make sure the containers run where and when we want and also it helps the 
containers find the tools and resources they need to work. 
 

3.5.1 Kubernetes Features 
 

 Service discovery and load balancing 
Kubernetes gives containers their own IP addresses and single DNS 

name for a set of containers and can load balance across them. We don’t need to 
modify our application to use an unfamiliar service discovery mechanism [19]. 

 
 Automatic binpacking 

Kubernetes automatically places our containers based on their resource 
requirements and other constraints without sacrificing availability. It mixes critical 
and best-effort workloads to improve utilization and save more resources [19]. 

 
 Storage Orchestration 

In Kubernetes we can mount the storage system of our choice like from 
local storage, public cloud provider (AWS, GCP) or we can select a network storage 
system such as NFS, iSCSI, Gluster, Ceph [19]. 

 
 Self-healing 

In Kubernetes if a container fails it restarts them, when a node dies it 
replaces and reschedules the containers present in that node, when a container 
doesn’t respond to user-defined health checks it kills them and advertises them to 
clients when they are ready to serve [19]. 
 

 Automated rollouts and rollbacks 
Kubernetes rolls out changes to our application to upgrade and checks 

our application health to ensure it doesn’t kill all instances at the same time. If 
something goes wrong, we can roll back the changes. This is used to update our 
application without disrupting our service [19]. 

 
 Secret and Configuration Management 

In Kubernetes we can deploy and update secrets and application 
configuration without rebuilding our image and exposing secrets in our stack 
configuration [19]. 

 
 Batch Execution 

In Kubernetes we can manage our batch and Continuous Integration 
workloads, replacing containers that fail, if desired [19]. 

 
 Horizontal Scaling 

In Kubernetes we can scale our application up and down with a simple 
command, with a UI, or automatically based on CPU usage [19]. It is called as 
Horizontal Pod Autoscaling (HPA). 

3.5.2 Kubernetes Concepts 
Kubernetes objects provide abstractions to represent the state of our system i.e. 

information about deployed containers and workloads, associated disk and network 
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resources, and other information related to our cluster. Kubernetes provide higher-level 
abstractions called controllers. These controllers are built upon Kubernetes objects and 
provide additional functionality and convenience features [20]. 

 
 Cluster 

A cluster is a set of physical resources used by kubernetes to run our 
applications. 

 
 Pod 

Pod is a smallest unit or building block in kubernetes. It represents a 
running process in our cluster. A pod can contain one or more containers. In 
kubernetes each pod is assigned with unique pod IP address, storage resources and 
other options that govern how the containers should run [21]. This allows 
applications to use ports without the risk of conflict. Docker is the most common 
container runtime used in Kubernetes, but it supports other container runtimes like 
rocket. 

 
 Service 

In Kubernetes a Service is an abstraction which defines a logical set of 
Pods and a policy by which to access them - sometimes called a micro-service. The 
set of Pods targeted by a Service is (usually) determined by a Label Selector [22]. 

 
 Labels and Selectors 

In Kubernetes, labels are key, value pairs attached to objects like pods. 
These labels are used to specify identifying attributes of objects such that they are 
relevant to users [23]. 

Using label selector, the user can identify set of objects. There are two 
types to filter using label selectors they are equality based and set based[23]. 

 
 Annotation 

In kubernetes, annotations are also used to specify non identifying 
metadata like using a set of key, value pairs to kubernetes objects. Annotations are 
not used to identify and select objects. The metadata in an annotation can be small 
or large, structured or unstructured, and can include characters not permitted by 
labels [24]. 

 
 Name 

In Kubernetes all objects are identified by a name. At a time one object 
of given kind can have a given name, Once the object is deleted we can reuse its 
name to another object. The maximum limit for length of a Name is 253 characters 
it can contain alpha numeric characters, -, and . , but some resources may have 
different restrictions [25].  

 
 Namespace 

A Namespace is a virtual cluster. Kubernetes supports multiple virtual 
clusters backed by the same physical cluster [26]. They are used in environments 
with many users spread across multiple teams or projects. They provide scope for 
names and resources names should be unique within a Namespace but not across 
Namespaces. 

 
 Volume 

In Kubernetes a volume is just a directory with some data in it. It is 
accessible to the containers inside a pod. Unlike Docker in Kubernetes the volume 
has an explicit lifetime – the same as the pod that encloses it [27]. Kubernetes 
supports different types of volumes for pods to use simultaneously.  
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 ReplicaSet 
In Kubernetes a replica set is used to maintain a desired set of replica 

pods at any given time. It fulfills the desired replicas by creating and deleting the 
pods[28]. 
 

 Deployment 
In Kubernetes, a deployment is a higher-level abstraction that manages 

ReplicaSets and provides declarative updates to Pods along with a lot of other useful 
features. It is advised to use deployments instead of directly using ReplicaSets, 
unless we require custom update orchestration or don’t require updates at all [28]. 
 

 StatefulSet 
A StatefulSet is a workload API object used to manage stateful 

applications. It manages deploying and scaling a set of pods and provides the 
guarantees about the ordering and uniqueness of the pods [29]. Like a Deployment, 
a StatefulSet manages pods that are based on identical container spec but instead it 
maintains a sticky identity for each of their pods. These pods are created from same 
spec but are not interchangeable [29]. While rescheduling it maintains a persistent 
identifier in each pod spec. 

A StatefulSet operates under the same pattern as any other Controller. 
You define your desired state in a StatefulSet object, and the StatefulSet controller 
makes any necessary updates to get there from the current state [29]. 

 
 DaemonSet 

A DaemonSet makes sure all (or some) nodes run a copy of a pod. When 
nodes are removed from cluster the pods residing in those nodes are garbage 
collected. Deleting a DaemonSet will clean the pods it created [30]. Using 
DaemonSet we can run cluster storage daemon (glusterd, ceph), logs collection 
daemon (fluentd) on each node [23]. 

 
 Job 

A job creates one or more pods and ensures that specified number of 
pods are stopped.  

 

3.5.3 Kubernetes Architecture 
 
Kubernetes consists of two major components. 
 

 Kubernetes Master 
 Kubernetes Node 

3.5.3.1 Kubernetes Master 
Kubernetes Master is the heart of Kubernetes. It controls and schedules all the activities 

in our cluster. It is a collection of processes like API server, controller manager, scheduler 
and etcd. All the processes can run on different hosts with clustering. 

 
 kube-apiserver: It is a master component which exposes kubernetes API and it acts 

as front end of kubernetes control plane[31]. 
 etcd: It is a key value database which stores cluster data like state of cluster[31].  
 kube-scheduler: It schedules pods to worker nodes such that it satisfies the desired 

state and resource requirements[31].  
 kube-controller-manager: It runs the controllers like node controller, replication 

controller, endpoints controller, service account and token controller[31]. 
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3.5.3.2 Kubernetes Node 
Kubernetes nodes are the worker nodes that run our pods. It contains all necessary 

services to manage networking between containers, communicate with master node, and 
assign resources to the containers scheduled. It contains kubelet, kubeproxy and container 
runtime. 

 
 kubelet: It is an agent which runs on each node and ensure that containers run in 

pods. It makes sure the containers described in podspecs are healthy and manages 
containers created by kubernetes[31]. 

 kube-proxy: It is a network proxy that runs on each node and it maintains network 
rules on nodes which makes network communication possible across pods[31]. 

 container runtime: It is responsible to run containers. Kubernetes supports 
different container runtimes like docker, containerd, rktlet, cri-o [31]. 
 

In the figure 3-7, we can see the client-server architecture of kubernetes with 
Kubernetes master and worker nodes. 
 

 
Figure 3-7: Architecture of Kubernetes cluster [32]. 

 
 

3.6 SAR 
SAR stands for System Activity Report, with the help of sar we can collect, save different 
metrics like CPU, Memory, I/O from the system and can report them in form of log files[33]. 
In order to use sar command we need to install sysstat package in linux operating system. 
The reason to choose SAR is it is a popular monitoring tool and it collects CPU metrics from 
the system for certain time period and logs can be written in .csv, .txt format. 
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3.7 STRESS-NG 
Stress-ng is a workload generating tool. It stress test a computer in different ways we choose. 
It has around 60 different stress tests, over 50 CPU specific stress tests that performs floating 
point, integer, bit manipulation and control flow, over 20 virtual memory stress tests [34]. It 
has several control options through which we can generate log files, number of processors to 
stress, type of stress we need to perform. These characteristics made it to choose for this 
experiment to stress the system as a workload generator. 
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4 METHOD 
In this chapter we discuss about the research methods that are used to answer the research 

questions and we follow a systematic approach to conduct the research. As we need to analyze the 
performance of a CPU intensive containerized application in Kubernetes. It needs a controlled 
environment such that researcher can have control over the variables where experiment takes place. In 
order to conduct an experiment, first we need to get a clear knowledge on background technologies. 
Based on available literature, an extensive study on virtualization, docker containers, Kubernetes, 
AWS and tools for workload generation and benchmarking were carried out. Then based on the 
literature study we could plan and model the experiment and analyze the results.  
 

We have rejected survey because it doesn’t predict accurate performance of CPU intensive 
application so, it is not suitable for this research. Case study is not suitable because we need to conduct 
research in controlled and replicable environment. So, in order to conduct this research, we choose a 
blend of literature study and experimentation. 

 

4.1 Literature Review 
A literature review makes the researcher aware of the new practices applied within the 

research topic which help to answer the research questions and conducting the experiment. A literature 
review is conducted by following the guidelines mentioned in [15], [35]. So, first we conduct a 
literature review to get state of art practices applied to deploy applications in kubernetes and AWS. 
We follow these inclusion/ exclusion criteria to filter the obtained literature.  

 
 Is it related to Kubernetes? 
 Is full text available? 
 Is it published in the last 15 years? 
 Is it an English article? 
 Is it related to application deployment in Kubernetes? 
 Is it related to CPU performance study? 

 
We have applied the above inclusion/ exclusion criteria and at the end of final iteration of 
the criteria we get 33 articles extracted. We follow below steps in literature review. 

4.1.1 Search strings selection: 
We have used several databases like ieee, Inspec and google scholar. We get different 

literature in each database. So, we choose keywords like ‘AWS’, ‘Kubernetes’, 
‘Containers’, ‘CPU performance study’, ‘container orchestration platforms’ and used search 
strings like CPU AND kubernetes and AWS OR Amazon Web Services OR EC2, 
Performance AND Kubernetes, Deployment AND Kubernetes OR K8S to get more 
relevant literature. From the results we get new keywords and further they are used to get 
more relevant literature. 

4.1.2 Scan and Analyze literature: 
In this we define the available literature and we separate, compare and explain from 

other pieces of literature.  

4.1.3 Literature Evaluation: 
In this we assess the literature based on the relevance for the research topic. We narrow 

down by assessing the literature to present research and explain the concepts that are 
necessary to present research and we narrow it further down. 

4.1.4 Writing a review: 
It is the final step where we extract the information and represent it in a well-structured 

logical form of writing. We write in a flow where we make sure reader does not lose 
interest and understand the whole idea what author needs to say.   
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We have also studied documentations of stress-ng, SAR and white paper on AWS as a part 

of literature study. This is used to understand how stress-ng, SAR are used, deployed and configured. 
White papers on AWS allows us to get a clear picture on components of AWS and how to configure 
them related to our research.  

4.2 Experiment 
To solve the research problem an analysis is done under controlled and replicable 

environment so, we have selected experimentation as our research method. It is one of the commonly 
used research methods for research. The experimental research strategy is used in this case because 
experimentation provides ease of replication, good execution control and measurement control [35].In 
this controlled experiment the researcher has control to manipulate the independent variables.  

 
Independent variables are those which can be manipulated or controlled in the 

experiment process[35]. After the literature review, we have a clear idea regarding the 
independent variables. In our experiment the independent variables are CPU request and CPU limits 
in deployment file and stress-ng work load. 

 
The variables that we want to study to see the effect of the changes in the independent 

variables are called as dependent variables [35]. In our experiment the dependent variable is the 
total number of matrix product performed by all stress-ng pods in kubernetes cluster throughout 
the experiment. 

 
To analyze performance of CPU intensive containerized application in Kubernetes cluster 

running over AWS we have four cases to analyze they are 
 

 Maintain a CPU workload up to 90% using stress-ng matrix product then perform 
autoscaling at CPU utilization 80% for CPU limits 250 milli cores and CPU 
requests 500 milli cores. 

 Maintain a CPU workload up to 90% using stress-ng matrix product then perform 
autoscaling at CPU utilization 80% for CPU limits 250 milli cores and CPU 
requests 250 milli cores 

 Maintain a CPU workload up to 60% using stress-ng matrix product then perform 
autoscaling at CPU utilization 80% for CPU limits 250 milli cores and CPU 
requests 500 milli cores 

 Maintain a CPU workload up to 60% using stress-ng matrix product then perform 
autoscaling at CPU utilization 80% for CPU limits 250 milli cores and CPU 
requests 250 milli cores 

 
A CPU intensive application depends mainly on using CPU computational power. So, in our 

case we choose stress-ng because it offers multiple range of CPU specific stress operations, 
opensource CPU workload generator. We can get logs in form of .txt files.   

 
For each case in the experiment. The pod stresses the node for 10 minutes and due to the 

underlying auto scaling mechanism, kubernetes scales the pods. We conduct the experiment until all 
the pods completes the stress test of 10 minutes. Then we collect the metrics from SAR, kubernetes 
metrics server and output file from stress-ng containers and analyze the results.  

 
To ensure the validity of the experiment we repeat each case five times. So, a total of 20 

experimental runs are done. As AWS follows pay per use model and also considering economic 
viability it is sufficient. 
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4.2.1 Experiment Setup 

In this section we discuss the steps to be implemented to create an environment for 
conducting the experiment. In three phases we create the environment setup for the 
experiment. 

 
1. Create AWS EC2 instances suitable to create Kubernetes cluster of one master 

and two worker nodes. 
2. Create docker images for stress-ng workload generator suitable for experiment 

cases.  
3. Create deployment files suitable for all four experiment cases. 

 
Phase1: 
In the experiment we must create three AWS EC2 instances to form a Kubernetes cluster 
with one master node and two worker nodes. As we need to analyze CPU intensive 
application, we need an EC2 instance with better CPU resources. So, instead of free tier EC2 
instances we have taken medium tier EC2 instances to conduct the experiment. The 
specifications for the medium EC2 instance are as follows. 
 
Instance Specification Name Type 
Operating System Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS 
No of virtual CPUs 2 equivalent to 2000 milli cores 
RAM 4 Gb 
EBS volume 150 Gb 
Processor Type Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2686 v4 @ 2.30GHz 

Table 4-1: Specification of AWS EC2 instance 
 

While creating the EC2 instance we need to specify a security group for the instances 
where specific inbound and outbound rules are modified i.e., ports are opened for 
communication purposes by doing so, we can enable features of Kubernetes. For example 
custom TCP rule on port 6443 for any ip address will enable the worker nodes to join the 
Kubernetes cluster likewise we need to add ports 22, 80, 443 for ssh, http and https.  After 
configuring the security group, we are allowed to create and download a keypair to access 
the instance. 

 
When the instance is active a public ip address is generated. Along with public ip and 

keypair we can access the instance using putty. We install required tools like sar, docker, 
kubeadm, kubelet. The commands we use in the terminal are as follows. 

 
 sudo apt-get update 
 sudo apt-get install -yq docker.io 
 sudo apt-get update && apt-get install -yq apt-
transport-https 

 curl -s 
https://packages.cloud.google.com/apt/doc/apt-key.gpg 
| apt-key add - 

 cat <<EOF >/etc/apt/sources.list.d/kubernetes.list 
 deb http://apt.kubernetes.io/ kubernetes-xenial main 
 EOF 
 sudo apt-get update 
 sudo apt-get install -yq kubelet kubeadm kubectl 
 sudo apt-get install -yq sysstat 
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Instead of repeating the same process for two more instances we just create an image 
for current instance and use the image to create another two more instances for worker 
nodes.  After launching the two nodes we need to create Kubernetes cluster for that we need 
to follow some series of commands in master node, they are as follows. 

 
 kubeadm init 

 
From above command we get a token which is used to connect worker nodes to master 

nodes. It looks like this. 
 
kubeadm join 172.31.40.187:6443 --token 
auxcje.mp9ps4i6xo0gzv1q \--discovery-token-ca-cert-hash 
sha256:f092abcc2e63b679599d7b71436f9c008ff9727d21784ed0f4c404
9cb0523bb3 

 
 mkdir -p $HOME/.kube 
 sudo cp -i /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf 
$HOME/.kube/config 

 sudo chown $(id -u):$(id -g) $HOME/.kube/config 
 sysctl net.bridge.bridge-nf-call-iptables=1 
 export kubever=$(kubectl version | base64 | tr -d 
'\n') 

 kubectl apply -f 
https://cloud.weave.works/k8s/net?k8s-
version=$kubever 
 

Then we need to paste the generated token from kube init command into the worker 
nodes to join into the Kubernetes cluster. Now we need to install the metrics server in 
master node so that it will collect the metrics like CPU utilization, memory usage. 

 
 git clone https://github.com/stefanprodan/k8s-prom-
hpa 

 kubectl create -f ./k8s-prom-hpa/metrics-server 
 

Now we have our kubernetes cluster ready. 
 

Phase2:  
For our experiment we containerize our stress-ng application and upload the image into 

docker hub repository. We have two scenarios where we need to generate a CPU workload 
of 60% and 90% for 10 minutes using matrix product operation in stress-ng and get output 
log file for that operation. We use a script file to perform the stress test and get the log file. 
We build docker images from Dockerfile. In the Dockerfile we install the necessary 
dependencies and add the script file.  The script file and Dockerfile looks like this 

 
#script.sh 
#!bin/bash 
exec stress-ng --CPU 0 --CPU-method matrixprod --CPU-load 90 
-t 10m --metrics-brief --log-file out.txt 
 
#sample Dockerfile 
FROM ubuntu:latest 
MAINTAINER vamsi@gmail.com 
RUN apt-get update -yq && apt-get install stress-ng -yq 
ADD script.sh /script.sh 
ENTRYPOINT ["/script.sh"] 
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To build a docker image from Dockerfile we use the command 
 docker build -t <image name> <path where the image 
must be stored> 
Example: docker build -t CPU90 . 

 
To store the image in docker hub we must create a repository in docker hub and in the 

terminal login with docker hub credentials and to upload the image use the following 
command. 

 docker tag <image name> <docker hub user 
name>/<repository name>:<version> 
Example: docker tag CPU90 vamsi/stressng:latest 

 docker push < docker hub user name>/<repository 
name>:<version> 
Example: docker push vamsi/stressng:latest 

 
By following the above-mentioned commands, we have created two docker images for 

stress-ng which maintains 60% and 90% CPU workload for 10 minutes and gives us an 
output log file. 

 
Phase 3: 
In the experiment we need to deploy pods in kubernetes cluster. So, we must create a 

deployment file. A deployment can be written in yaml format.  In our experiment we have 
two cases where CPU requests is 250m CPU limits is 500m and both CPU requests and 
CPU limits are 250m. A sample deployment file is as follows. 

 
 
#stress-deployment.yaml 
apiVersion: apps/v1beta2 # for versions before 1.8.0 use 

apps/v1beta1 
kind: Deployment 
metadata: 
  name: stress-deployment 
  labels: 
    app: stress-ng 
spec: 
  replicas: 3 
  selector: 
    matchLabels: 
      app: stress-ng 
  template: 
    metadata: 
      labels: 
        app: stress-ng 
    spec: 
      containers: 
      - name: stress-ng 
        image: vamsi/stressng90 
        resources: 
          limits: 
            CPU: 250m 
          requests: 
            CPU: 250m 
      terminationGracePeriodSeconds: 600 
 
According to experiment case create the deployment files. Change the container 

images and CPU requests and limits in deployment files suitable for our experiment case. In 
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order to make horizontal pod autoscaling work, we are maintaining a minimum of three 
replicas of pods with stress-ng containers otherwise the autoscaling would not happen.  

4.2.2 Experiment Execution 
In this section we describe the execution process of experiment cases. After we setup a 

running kubernetes cluster and created docker images and deployment files we are ready to 
start our experiment. We start by collecting metrics from instance using SAR tool for 20 
minutes per second by the following command. 

 
 sar -o sardata 1 1200 >/dev/null 2>&1 & 

 
Use this command in every node to collect metrics. Then use the following command to 

initiate the deployment.yaml file. 
 

 kubectl create -f deployment.yaml 
 

The master node will now assign three pods in the worker nodes. Now initiate the 
horizontal pod autoscaling when the CPU utilization reaches 80 % and maintain minimum 
replicas 3 and maximum replicas 20. The following command is used to perform enable the 
pod autoscaling. 

 
 kubectl autoscale deployment stress-deployment --
min=3 --max=20 --CPU-percent=80 
 

Now kubernetes based on the underlying horizontal pod autoscaling algorithm scales up 
and scales down the pods depending on the desired CPU utilization percentage. In 
kubernetes metrics server is responsible to collect metrics information from kubelet of every 
worker node. So, to collect the metrics from kubernetes cluster we have written a script 
which collects the metrics of kubernetes pods and nodes for 20 minutes at rate of five 
seconds from the metrics server. The script file looks like this.  

  
  #script.sh 

  #!/bin/bash 
  runtime="20 minute" 
  endtime=$(date -ud "$runtime" +%s) 
 
  while [[ $(date -u +%s) -le $endtime ]] 
  do 
      date >> nod.txt 
      date >> pod.txt 
      kubectl top nodes >> nod.txt 
      kubectl top pods >> pod.txt 
      sleep 5s 
  done 
 

After 10 minutes we get output log file (out.txt) of the stress test inside the pod. To 
collect the out.txt file from the pod we can copy that file in the current path using the 
following command. 

 
 docker cp <container name>:<path of file> <path to be 
saved> 

Example: docker cp zen_plot:/out.txt .  
 

After 20 minutes we get metrics data of SAR in each node. To collect CPU metrics from 
SAR and save it in sarlog.txt file we need to use the below command. 
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 sar -u -f /home/ubuntu/sar_data > sarlog.txt 
 
The experiment flow will be shown in the below steps 

1. Start SAR to collect node metrics. 
2. Initiate deployment.yaml file.  
3. Enable autoscaling at CPU 80% 
4. After 10 minutes of pod creation copy the out.txt file from the pod. 
5. After 20 minutes save the sar_data into sarlog.txt file in each node. 
 

Perform the above steps for all the four experiment cases. 
 
The experiment is repeated for five times for each case so for the four cases a total of 

20  experiments are done. 
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5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
  

In this chapter we discuss about results generated for the four experiment scenarios. Each 
case is ran five times for consistency. A total of 20 experiment runs are conducted for four 
cases. The results are collected from the log files, output files from stress-ng, SAR, kubernetes 
metrics server and we display them in the form of tables and graphs. We calculated mean, 
standard deviation for 5 experiments in each case for all 4 cases.  

 

5.1 Case 1: To maintain a CPU workload up to 90% using 
stress-ng matrix product then perform autoscaling at CPU 
utilization 80% for CPU limits 500 milli cores and CPU 
requests 250 milli cores. 
 
In the experiment each pod has stress-ng which stresses 90% CPU for 10 minutes and we 

get the mean and standard deviation of total matrix multiplication operations done at the end. 
We made changes in pod specifications as CPU request 250 milli cores and CPU limit 500 milli 
cores. We know at regular intervals the k8s HPA checks the 80% CPU condition and scale the 
pods accordingly. 

 
In this case the experiment started with 3 pods(A,B,C) and with the HPA it has created 14 

pods (A-N) throughout the experiment.  
 

Pods In Node1 Pods in Node 2 Mean pod start time Mean pod end time 
A  0:43 10:43 
B  0:41 10:41 
 C 0:41 10:41 
D  1:51 11:51 
 E 1:54 11:54 
 F 1:51 11:51 
G  2:07 12:07 
 H 2:08 12:08 
I  2:56 12:56 
J  2:58 12:58 
K  2:54 12:54 
 L 2:53 12:53 
 M 2:56 12:56 
 N 2:58 12:58 
Mean total matrix 
multiplication 
operations 

473956 

Standard deviation of 
total matrix 
multiplication 
operations 

1.414 

Table 5-1: Information of pods and their outputs for case 1. 
 
In the above table we see the pods (A-N) allocated in nodes 1,2 and total bogus matrix 

product operations performed, starting and ending times in minutes and seconds of each pod, 
matrix multiplication operations in node1, node2 and cluster.  In both nodes we can see a mean 
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total of 473956 matrix product operations and standard deviation is 1.411 are performed. Total 
experiment runtime in this case is 13 minutes. The pods were created at 21 sec and the last pod 
created while 
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Figure 5-1: CPU utilization of master and worker nodes collected from SAR 

tool. 
 

In the above graph we can see the CPU utilization in cluster throughout the experiment for 
14 minutes. The data is collected from SAR tool. Maximum activity is seen from 3-12 minutes 
This is because it has no of pods performing operations simultaneously. 

 

 
Figure 5-2: CPU utilization of master and worker nodes collected from 

Kubernetes Metrics Server 
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In the above graph we can see the CPU utilization in cluster throughout the experiment for 
14 minutes. The data is collected from Kubernetes metrics server. Maximum activity is seen 
from 3-12 minutes This is because it has no of pods performing operations simultaneously. 

 
 

5.2 Case 2: To maintain a CPU workload up to 90% using 
stress-ng matrix product then perform autoscaling at CPU 
utilization 80% for CPU limits 250 milli cores and CPU 
requests 250 milli cores. 
 
In the experiment each pod has stress-ng which stresses 90% CPU for 10 minutes and we 

get the mean, standard deviation of total matrix multiplication operations done at the end. We 
made pod specifications at CPU request 250 milli cores and CPU limit 500 milli cores. We 
know at regular intervals the k8s HPA checks the 80% CPU condition and scale the pods 
accordingly. 

 
In this case the experiment started with 3 pods (A, B, C) and with the HPA it has created 14 

(A-N) pods throughout the experiment.  
 

Pods In Node1 Pods in Node 2 Mean pod start time Mean pod end time 
A  0:38 10:38 
 B 0:39 10:39 
 C 0:41 10:41 
D  2:24 12:24 
 E 3:25 13:25 
F  4:25 14:25 
 G 4:25 14:25 
H  5:26 15:26 
 I 5:26 15:26 
J  6:29 16:29 
K  6:27 16:27 
 L 6:27 16:27 
M  7:28 17:28 
 N 7:28 17:28 
Mean total matrix 
multiplication 
operations 

376210 

Standard deviation of 
total matrix 
multiplication 
operations 

1.833 

 
Table 5-2: Information of pods and their outputs for case 2. 
 
In the above table we see the pods allocated in nodes 1,2 and bogus matrix product 

operations performed in each pod, starting and ending times in minutes and seconds of each pod, 
matrix multiplication operations in node1, node2 and cluster. In both nodes we can see a mean 
of 376210 and standard deviation of 1.833of total matrix product operations are performed. 
Total experiment runtime in this case is 18 minutes. 
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 Figure 5-3: CPU utilization of master and worker nodes collected from SAR tool. 
 

In the above graph we can see the CPU utilization in cluster throughout the experiment for 
18 minutes. The data is collected from SAR tool. Maximum activity is seen from 8-11 minutes 
This is because it has no of pods performing operations simultaneously. 

 
 

 
Figure 5-4: CPU utilization of master and worker nodes collected from 

Kubernetes Metrics Server 
 

In the above graph we can see the CPU utilization in cluster throughout the experiment for 
18 minutes. The data is collected from Kubernetes metrics server. Maximum activity is seen 
from 8-11 minutes This is because it has no of pods performing operations simultaneously. 
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5.3 Case 3: To maintain a CPU workload up to 60% using 
stress-ng matrix product then perform autoscaling at CPU 
utilization 80% for CPU limits 500 milli cores and CPU 
requests 250 milli cores. 
 
In the experiment each pod has stress-ng container which stresses 60% CPU for 10 minutes 

and we get mean and standard deviation of total matrix multiplication operations performed as 
output at the end. We made changes in pod specifications as CPU request 250 milli cores and 
CPU limit 500 milli cores. We know at regular intervals the k8s HPA checks the 80% CPU 
condition and scale the pods accordingly. 

 
In this case the experiment started with 3 pods (A, B, C) and with the HPA it has created 14 

pods (A-N) throughout the experiment. 
 

Pods In Node1 Pods in Node 2 Mean pod start time Mean pod end time 
A  0:45 10:45 
B  0:47 10:47 
 C 0:45 10:45 
D  2:01 12:01 
 E 2:03 12:03 
 F 2:03 12:03 
G  2:16 12:16 
H  2:50 12:50 
I  2:50 12:50 
J  2:51 12:51 
 K 2:53 12:53 
 L 2:50 12:50 
 M 2:53 12:53 
 N 2:53 12:53 
Mean total matrix 
multiplication 
operations 

440912 

Standard deviation of 
total matrix 
multiplication 
operations 

2.097 

 
Table 5-3: Information of pods and their outputs for case 3. 
 
In the above table we see the pods (A-N) allocated in nodes 1,2 and bogus matrix product 

operations performed in each pod, starting and ending times in minutes and seconds of each pod, 
matrix multiplication operations in node1, node2 and cluster. In both nodes we can see a mean 
of 440912 and standard deviation of 2.097 total matrix product operations are performed. Total 
experiment runtime in this case is 13 minutes. 
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Figure 5-5: CPU utilization of master and worker nodes collected from SAR tool. 

 
In the above graph we can see the CPU utilization in cluster throughout the experiment for 

13 minutes. The data is collected from SAR tool. Maximum activity is seen from 3-11 minutes 
This is because it has no of pods performing operations simultaneously. 

 
  

 
Figure 5-6: CPU utilization of master and worker nodes collected from Kubernetes 

Metrics Server 
 

In the above graph we can see the CPU utilization in cluster throughout the experiment for 
13 minutes. The data is collected from Kubernetes metrics server. Maximum activity is seen 
from 3-11 minutes This is because it has no of pods performing operations simultaneously. 
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5.4 Case 4: To maintain a CPU workload up to 60% using 
stress-ng matrix product then perform autoscaling at CPU 
utilization 80% for CPU limits 250 millicores and CPU 
requests 250 millicores. 
 
In the experiment each pod has stress-ng which stresses 60% CPU for 10 minutes and we 

get the total bogus matrix operations done at the end of experiment. We made changes in pod 
specifications at CPU request 250 millicores and CPU limit 250 millicores. We know at regular 
intervals the k8s HPA checks the 80% CPU condition and scale the pods accordingly. 

 
In this case the experiment started with 3 pods (A, B, C) and with the HPA it has created 11 

pods throughout the experiment. 
 

Pods In Node1 Pods in Node 2 Mean pod start time Mean pod end time 
A  0:15 10:15 
B  0:17 10:17 
 C 0:15 10:15 
 D 1:16 11:16 
E  3:17 13:17 
 F 5:18 15:18 
 G 7:19 17:19 
H  8:20 18:20 
I  9:21 19:21 
 J 9:21 19:21 
 K 10:21 20:21 
Mean total matrix 
multiplication 
operations 

254950 

Standard deviation of 
total matrix 
multiplication 
operations 

1.2 

 
Table 5-4: Information of pods and their outputs for case 4. 
 
In the above table we see the pods (A-K) allocated in nodes 1,2 and bogus matrix product 

operations performed in each pod, starting and ending times in minutes and seconds of each pod, 
matix multiplication operations in node1, node2 and cluster. In both nodes we can see a mean of 
254950 and standard deviation of 1.2 total matrix product operations are performed throughout 
the experiment. Total experiment runtime in this case is 21 minutes. 

. 
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Figure 5-7: CPU utilization of master and worker nodes collected from SAR 

tool. 
 

In the above graph we can see the CPU utilization in cluster throughout the experiment for 
21 minutes. The data is collected from SAR tool. Maximum activity can be seen at 10-11 
minutes because of the multiple pods working concurrently. 

 
 

 
Figure 5-8: CPU utilization of master and worker nodes collected from 

Kubernetes Metrics Server 
 

In the above graph we can see the CPU utilization in cluster throughout the experiment for 
21 minutes. The data is collected from Kubernetes metrics server. Maximum activity can be 
seen at 10-11 minutes because of the multiple pods working concurrently 
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6 DISCUSSION 
 
 

In every case the experiment started with 3 pods (A, B, C) and with the HPA it scales up the 
pods throughout the experiment. As each worker nodes N1, N2 have 2000 milli core resources 
and our stress-ng pod takes 250 milli cores each, in total the master could allocate up to 7 pods 
in each worker nodes, this is because already in node 1 and node 2 weave network pod takes 1% 
of CPU resources from them. So, at maximum only 14 pods can be deployed into the cluster. 

 
At regular intervals the underlying HPA scales the pods in the cluster. So, we can see the 

number of pods are increased throughout the experiment. At a certain timeframe, we can see the 
CPU activity is high this is because pods are performing operations concurrently. We know 
every pod ends after performing operations for 10 minutes then we see a decline in activity. This 
decline can be seen after 10th minute. 

 
When compared to number of pods except in case 4 in all other cases a total of 14 pods (7 

each in node1, node2) were deployed. In case 4 a total of 11 pods (5 in node1, 6 in node 2) were 
deployed throughout the experiment. 

 
From the graphs in all the cases we can see the CPU utilization is similar in CPU metrics 

collected from SAR and Kubernetes metrics server. We can see in cases 1,3 where CPU limit is 
500 millicores and request is 250 millicores there is maximum CPU utilization, matrix product 
operations performed by stress-ng in the container when compared to cases 2,4 pods with equal 
CPU requests and limits at 250 millicores. Note that we cannot deploy pods with CPU requests 
higher than CPU limits. This shows pods deployed with more CPU requests and CPU limits 
utilizes better CPU resources than pods with equal CPU limits and CPU requests. Hence we get 
more bogus matrix operations performed by containers in case1 then case3 then case2 and least 
in case 4. 

 
In cases 1,2,3 where the no of pods created were equal (14 pods). We can see in each case 

different total operations performed in the Kubernetes cluster.  This is because in case 1 and 
case 3 where CPU limits are more than CPU requests and workload in case 1 is higher than 
workload in case 3. So, case 1 has higher matrix operations performed than case 3. In case2 we 
have equal CPU requests and limits which made it to perform less operations when compared to 
case 1,3. 

 

6.1 Answers to Research Questions 
 
RQ1: What are the different auto scaling architectures, mechanisms, and policies available 

for containers and which mechanism is used in kubernetes?  
 
In the related work section, we have mentioned different articles [9,10,11,12] which gives us 

about an overview of different auto scaling policies available for containers. Kubernetes uses 
horizontal pod autoscaler to scale the pods. The HPA scales the number of pods based on 
observed CPU utilization in a controlled loop[36]. 

 
RQ2: What are the open source CPU intensive workload generators that can be used to 

evaluate the performance of container based systems in term of scalability? 
 
As mentioned in the related works we can find many opensource CPU intensive workload 

generators like stress, stress-ng, sysbench. Even though these tools are widely used, the main 
reason to use stress-ng in this research is it has many stress options particularly focused on CPU. 
It is light weight, we can control the number of processors to stress, we can stress the system for 
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a time period, it has many metrics through which we can stress the system and get the output in 
a log file. 

 
RQ3: While deploying a CPU intensive containerized application in which case we get 

better CPU application performance? Which CPU requests and limits (equal or unequal) is 
useful while deploying the above found appropriate workload generator in kubernetes? 

 
From the experiments conducted it is evident that case 1 performs better because it has 

performed high matrix multiplication operations. While deploying an application it is better to 
specify unequal CPU limits and CPU requests for better application performance. 

 

6.2 Validity Threats 
In this section we discuss the validity threats that can be possible while conducting this 

thesis they are. 
 

6.2.1 Internal Threats 
The threats which the researcher does not acknowledge are internal threats. These occurs if a 

problem exists in our experiment model or in the tools we use. To eradicate this threat we have 
repeated the experiment five times for each case and mean values of total matrix multiplication 
operations are considered as metrics. So, we have avoided this threat. 

6.2.2 External Threats 
An external threat occurs when the results of the experiment are not meaningful, generic and 

cannot be made applicable for other environments.  In our case the tools, cloud providers, 
context used in our thesis can become outdated which are external threats. To avoid this all the 
tools, cloud provider and techniques popular like AWS, stress-ng, SAR, kubernetes, docker 
containers we used are new and popular. So, I think this external threat is also mitigated. 
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In this chapter we discuss about concluding this thesis and potential extensions and future 

works that can be performed on this thesis. 
 
This thesis helps us to analyze the performance of CPU intensive containerized application 

in kubernetes running over AWS. We have analyzed the impact created by the modification of 
CPU requests and limits while deploying the containerized application. We have containerized a 
CPU intensive application and deployed it into Kubernetes cluster and studied the performance 
of the application while modifying the deployment file according to the experiment cases. From 
the experiments it is evident that the application performs better when we allocate more CPU 
limits and less CPU requests when compared to equal CPU requests and CPU limits in the 
deployment file. CPU metrics collected from SAR and Kubernetes metrics server are similar. It 
is better to allocate pods with more CPU limits and CPU requests than with equal CPU requests 
and CPU limits for better performance. So, from now companies can confidently deploy their 
CPU intensive applications with unequal CPU requests and limits rather than equal CPU 
requests and limits for better CPU resource utilization. 

 
In future works we can conduct research for the following 
 

 Performance study of CPU requests and limits in other cloud service providers 
like google cloud and Microsoft azure and make a comparision. 

 Performance study of CPU requests and limits in other real time applications 
deployed in kubernetes and make a comparision with stress-ng. 

 Performance study can be done while modifying other metrics like Network, 
disk I/O, custom metrics while deployment. 

 Performance study of CPU requests and limit cases in other custom made auto 
scaling algorithms underlying in kubernetes instead of default Horizontal pod 
autoscaling algorithm. 
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ACRONYMS 
 
AWS Amazon Web Services 
IaaS Infrastructure as a Service 
SaaS Software as a Service 
PaaS Platform as a Service 
GCP Google Cloud Platform 
VM Virtual Machine 
CPU Central Processing Unit 
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 
API Application Programming Interface 
EC2 Elastic Cloud Compute 
EBS Elastic Block Storage  
VPC Virtual Private Cloud 
UDP User Datagram Protocol 
TCP Transmission Control Protocol 
OS Operating System 
CLI Command Line Interface 
REST Representational State Transfer 
IP Internet Protocol 
DNS Domain Name System 
NFC Near Field Communications 
iSCSI Internet Small Computer System Interface 
UI User Interface 
K8S Kubernetes 
HPA Horizontal Pod Autoscaler 
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